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Section 3 — performance analysis 20 marks 
 
You must answer one extended-response question from a choice of two on a performance you have seen. The 
focus of the questions require candidates to respond on two of the following production areas:  
 

• choice and use of the performance space  

• director’s intentions and effectiveness  

• acting and development of characters  

• design concepts and their effectiveness  
 

The two questions will change every year, some previous questions covered;  

2015 – Message and/or purpose 

2016 – Tension 

2017 – Genre/style 

2018 – Character relationships 

*new style paper –  

Specimen – contrasts or social/historical context 

2019 – Status or mood/atmosphere 

 

 

 

 

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

Helpful hint - You should make 

notes during or after each 

performance you see as you will 

forget the details as time goes 

by! 
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HOW TO STRUCTURE  

YOUR ESSAY 

 

 

 

 

Intro -  Name of the play, company, when/where you saw it,   
   style of production, very brief plot synopsis,    
   reference to question and production areas.  
 
Main Body -  Explain how your two chosen production areas contribute to the 

aspect addressed in the question.  
 
*Focus will always be in the impact – ‘how it enhanced your appreciation.’ 
 
Conclusion - Brief summary of your opinion of the play 

 

HOW IT IS MARKED 

 
 A (B) 

One mark will be awarded for the identification and explanation of 
each feature of the performance that enhances your appreciation 
in line with the question. 
 

A1 (B1) 

One further mark will be awarded for each explanation that is 
detailed and is insightful.  
 

An insightful analysis = the deeper meaning! 
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HOW TO STRUCTURE YOUR PARAGRAPHS 

Helpful hint  - remember your PAL 

 
 

 

 

 

 

EXAMPLES 

QUESTION –  

 
Consider the message and/or purpose of a performance of a play you have seen recently 
 
Now select two production areas from the list below: 
 

• choice and use of the performance space 

• director’s intentions and effectiveness 
• acting and development of characters 
• design concepts and their effectiveness. 
 
In your analysis, identify and explain in detail the ways in which your two selected 
production areas helped you understand the message and/or purpose and enhanced your 
appreciation of the performance. You must give equal weighting to your two chosen 
production areas. 

 

 

 

EXAMPLE ANSWER – 
  
 

 

 

Introduction 

P oint 

A nalysis 

L ink 

 

To access the full 20 marks – 
You will need to identify 5 features of each area (e.g.5 acting and 5 design) to 
achieve 10 marks. 
 
To access that second mark you will need to give an ‘insightful analysis’ for each 
area to achieve the other 10 marks 
 

These 4 options 

stay the same in 

every paper 
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A theatrical presentation I have seen recently is ‘My Name is…’ by Tamasha Theatre company in September 

2015 at the Traverse Theatre. This is based on a real life story about a mixed-race family who fell apart when 

the parents split and the media used them as an example of East meets West culture clash. The purpose of 

this drama was to tell the story behind the headlines of this real life story. The message was – there is more 

than one side to every story as the play explores their story from all the characters’ perspectives. This essay 

will go on to analyse how acting and design concepts helped to communicate this purpose and message and 

enhanced my appreciation of the performance. 

 

 

 

 

 

Example acting paragraphs 

The cast used a variety of acting techniques 

that helped to communicate the purpose of the drama. At the beginning when the 

characters were telling their love story they appeared youthful and happy. When 

telling us how she met Faz, Suzy had a happy facial expression and relaxed posture and 

used her voice with an excited tone at the memory of it. The actor playing Faz used his 

body language by displaying a bit of “swagger” when trying to impress Suzy. He also 

used a fake Pakistani accent to pretend he was “fresh off the boat”. This showed his 

sense of humour and the light-hearted nature of their relationship. Despite what the 

papers were printing their relationship began as one of mutual love. This enhanced my 

appreciation as I could see the relationship started as love and therefore knew from an 

early stage there was more to their relationship than just the negative headlines. 

 

They also used movement as their monologues overlapped to show we were hearing 

the memories from both perspectives they physically re-enacted the memories. Their 

memory of their first night together was shown as the two came together and 

slumped down in the couch as if it was a bed. They used physical contact such as 

holding hands and embracing to show the intimacy of their relationship. There was 

also a scene in a disco where they were dancing together hand in hand doing the 

‘Night Fever’ dance move in unison. This use of stylised movement gave us a glimpse 

into the fun side of their relationship. This was at a time before the terror attacks on 

London and New York where the Pakistani and Scottish communities integrated much 

better. By showing the beginning of their relationship in this light it helps to 

communicate the real story behind the headlines and this enhanced my appreciation 

as I reacted with joy at this display of young love. 

 

Key –  
Blue – Point 
Green – Analysis 

Purple – Link back to how it 
enhanced appreciation  
Underlined – feature/aspect 
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Example design paragraphs 

The message of this drama was there is more than one side to every story. The set 

helped to communicate this as it was set up as a split stage with Suzy’s Scottish life 

stage rights and Faz’s life in Pakistan stage left. Stage right there is slightly worn, 

cream leather couch surrounded with the detritus of day to day life such as toys for 

her cats, an undrunk cup of tea and a plastic bag full of newspaper cuttings. Stage left 

there is more formal furniture with a wooden table and ornate tea set and an arm 

chair with a foot rest. When they are talking about their memories of their life 

together the lines become blurred as they are both stage right on “Scotland” 

side.  When they are talking about their modern day lives they are in their own 

respective sides. The impact of this is it becomes clear for the audience which part of 

their life they are referring too. The audience also realise there is more than one side 

to the story as each parent gets to tell their story from their own side of the stage. 

 

A design concept that helped to communicate this purpose was through the use of a 
gauze backdrop with three lit rectangles through the gauze. The backdrop was on 
sheer white material covered with headlines and newsprint about the family’s story. 
This acted as a constant reminder of the sensationalised nature of this story. The 
actor’s monologues sometimes referred to the headlines and many of the monologues 
began with a headline and then told the real story from that character’s perspective. 
The three lit rectangles could be representative of windows within their houses or the 
light at the end of the tunnel after the family go through the hard time when their 
lives became front page news. Towards the end of the play the gauze dropped to the 
ground revealing black flights with three lit ‘windows’. The significance of this was that 
Suzy was finally able to move on and leave that episode of her life behind so the 
headlines dropped away and were no longer a constant reminder hanging over her 
because she’d now managed to tell her side of the story. This enhanced my 
appreciation because as an audience we felt happy for her as she was finally able to 
move on with her life on the Isle of Lewis.  

 

 


